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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

Front-page News

Some events of the day

16 Nations at “Marcialonga Cycling Craft”

Marcialonga Cycling Craft gathers together professionalbikers as well as bike-enthusiasts, as well as the bigwigs
of other sport disciplines, such as the Olympic champion
Cristian Zorzi from Moena, Fulvio Valbusa and Fulvio
Scola, cross country skiers that love biking in summer.

More than 2 thousand bikers, coming from 16
different countries, will take part today to the
"Marcialonga Cycling Craft" (part of Alé
Challenge), cycling version of the renowned
cross country skiing competition (42nd edition
on 25 January 2015). Year by year, the race is
acquiring an increasingly international
dimension. Predazzo (Val di Fiemme) hosts both
the starting point at 8.00 am, and the finish line.
Participants can chose between two variants: a
135 km itinerary (long-distance race) and a 80
km one (middle-distance). After reaching Monte
San Pietro and Lavazè Pass (1st Mountain Grand
Prix), the first route will return down to Predazzo
and wind up to San Pellegrino Pass (2nd MGP),
stretching across Moena and reaching Veneto’s
region through Valles Pass.

ANA Meeting at Contrin
Canazei
11:15 am - Contrin Refuge. Traditional gathering of
Alpine Troops commemorating fallen soldiers. A
wreath will be laid at the memorial stone of Captain
Andreoletti, followed by Alpine Fanfare of Monte
Zugna - Lizzana, and traditional lunch.

Milk cream
Pozza di Fassa
10:30 am – Malga Aloch. A lovely opportunity to
learn about mountain dairy products, from fresh milk
to local genuine cheeses.

Sén Vile last dance
Moena
11.00 pm - 1.00 am. Navalge. Party all day long: at
2.30 pm great parade with marching-bands and folkgroups, followed by final show and dancing with

Amazing walks

Passepartout

From Pozza to Val Jumela’s
pasture

“Vertical Rodella”: uphill
emotions

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From Piaz de Ciampedel (1448 m) running up to
Col Rodella Peak (2450 m). “Vertical Rodella”
starts off at 10.00 am and a few strides, the
uphill race gets really going. The strain will be
balanced by the fascinating landscape the
runners will encounter while ascending the
mountain: a picturesque Way of the Cross until
the hamlet of Pian, then path n. 528 passing
through woods and green , leading up to
Colrodella Summit. Here the first athletes are
awaited after half an hour from the start, a 5 km
distance and 1 km altitude-gap. The competition
is one of the highlights of Outdoor Festival, from
27 to 29 June in Campitello. It also the 2nd
stage of “La Sportiva Vertical Trophy”, a 6-leg
circuit hosted in Fiemme and Fassa valleys.

From Piaz de Ciampedel (1448 m) running up to
Col Rodella Peak (2450 m): "Vertical Rodella"
starts off at 10.00 am. After few strides, the
uphill race gets really going. The strain will be
balanced by the fascinating landscape the
runners will encounter while ascending the
mountain: a picturesque Way of the Cross until
the hamlet of Pian, then path n. 528 passing
through woods and green , leading up to
Colrodella Summit. Here the first athletes are
awaited after half an hour from the start, a 5 km
distance and 1 km altitude-gap. The competition
is one of the highlights of Outdoor Festival, from
27 to 29 June in Campitello. It also the 2nd
stage of "La Sportiva Vertical Trophy", a 6-leg
circuit hosted in Fiemme and Fassa valleys.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In 1919, the Lithographic Factory of Trento printed the book "La Valle di Fassa" by Romedio Deluca
from Pozza. The coated-leaf issue had 155 pages, with 76 photographic illustrations dating back the
period before the Great War, and four maps with the mountain ridges of Marmolada, Sella,
Sassolungo and Catinaccio. The contents of the text were about the geographic, historical, linguistic,
and cultural description of Val di Fassa, with detailed info on the Dolomites surrounding the Ladin
valley.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

30/06/2014 (5:00 pm)
Approaching Fassa Geology:
laboratoty for adults at Museo
Monzoni.
Vigo di Fassa

01/07/2014 (9:00 am)
Little Spiderman on rock-wall: climbing
courses for children and teens (7-14
years old).
Pozza di Fassa
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